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UN Conference on Least Developed Countries 
The Fourth UN Conference on LDCs takes place 
in Istanbul on 9-13 May 2011. A delegation from 
the EP's Development Committee is expected to 
participate as part of the EU delegation. The 48 
Least Developed Countries (LDCs) remain stuck 
in poverty and have become increasingly 
marginalised, despite decades of special 
development actions. The conference will 
discuss calls for a shift in approach. 

On the agenda 

The conference will – as did the three 
previous global conferences – establish a 
new UN action programme for LDCs 
(PoA). The assessment of past perform-
ance will be the basis for the reformulation 
of the PoA for the decade 2011-2021. The 
PoA outlines the development strategies, 
the priority areas for intervention and the 
special support measures envisaged.  

Today, 48 countries are classified as LDCs, 
compared to 25 at the time the LDC group 
was created in 1971.  

Unlike the World Bank and IMF category of 
'low income' countries, the UN definition of 
LDCs is based not only on income per capita, 
but also on weaknesses in human capital (in 
terms of nutrition, education, health) and 
economic vulnerability, due for example to 
geographical remoteness or low economic 
weight. How a country is recognised as an 
LDC and by the World Bank and IMF as 
having special structural needs is likely to be 
a major point of discussion at the Istanbul 
conference, together with UNCTAD's 
proposal for a New International Develop-
ment Architecture. 

Impact of international support 
measures in favour of LDCs 

Commentators agree that the LDCs have 
become increasingly marginalised, despite 
30 years of international support. Some 
criticise the 'one-size-fits-all approach' of 
the UN, which is seen as inappropriate to 
deal with very diverse problems. Although a 
heterogeneous group of states, the LDCs 

continue to share structural weaknesses, 
including increased commodity depend-
ence, widespread poverty, insufficient 
human capital and high vulnerability to 
climate change and natural disasters. 

One explanation is that internal problems, 
such as over-regulation, corruption, weak 
private property rights, and lack of 
democracy have not been sufficiently 
addressed. Other problems include external 
shocks, such as natural disasters and 
conflicts, as well as inadequate external 
support. This external support, enshrined in 
the Brussels PoA (2001-2011), consists of a 
series of financial, institutional, technical 
and trade-related measures. The most 
important are: 

 Official Development Assistance (ODA) 
target of 0.15% or 0.20% of GDP of 
developed countries (OECD-DAC). Never 
fulfilled, the ODA ratio has fluctuated 
between 0.08% and 0.01 since 1971, and 
reached a peak of 0.09% in 2008. Despite 
an increase in the number of LDCs, their 
share of total ODA has stayed around 
30%. 

 Trade-related measures. Duty-free and 
quota-free access (DFQF) for LDCs is a key 
provision, but it has been introduced by 
only a few countries. And exceptions to 
DFQF often concern those products in 
which LDCs are most competitive. 
Moreover, preferential measures lose 
effectiveness through restrictive and 
costly rules of origin provisions, as well as 
the general erosion of preferential 
treatment due to wider trade 
liberalisation. LDCs' share in global trade 
fell from 1.6% in 1971 to 1.1% in 2008. 

 Support to LDC participation in key 
international organisations. For 
example, financial support for their 
participation in UN and WTO conferences 
and a cap on their budgetary 
contributions . 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/oeil/file.jsp?id=113482
http://www.unctad.org/templates/webflyer.asp?docid=14094&intItemID=1528&lang=1
http://www.unctad.org/templates/webflyer.asp?docid=14094&intItemID=1528&lang=1
http://www.un.org/special-rep/ohrlls/ldc/Contributions/Report%20of%20the%20LDC%20III_E.pdf
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New International Development 
Architecture proposal 

UNCTAD's 2010 LDCs report "Towards a new 
International Development Architecture for 
LDCs" proposes several innovative ideas to 
tackle LDCs' development.  

In the perspective of the global financial and 
economic crisis, it proposes among others 
the rebalancing of role of markets and 
states in the development process, shifting 
away from what is called 'market 
fundamentalism'. Development is no longer 
seen as primarily trade driven. Instead, the 
new motor would be the development of 
production capacities. 

The report points as well at the lack of 
coherence between the global economic 
regimes and special international support 
measures for LDCs. The basic message is 
that poverty reduction in LDCs requires not 
simply a new generation of international 
support mechanisms, but also reforms in 
the key global economic regimes. Thus it 
proposes, on one hand, the enhancement 
of number of specific measures for LDS 
(such as DFQF, the 0.15%-0.20% ODA target 
and debt-relief initiatives) and, on the other, 
innovative measures applicable to all. 
International economic governance should 
not be limited only to trade, but include 
global finance, commodities, technology as 
well as climate change and its mitigation. In 
this context it makes a range of concrete 
proposals including:  
 Global financial and tax cooperation to 

reduce illicit capital flight. 
 New international commodity policy, 

with price stabilisation schemes and a 
transaction tax for commodity-derivative 
markets aimed at reducing speculation. 

 Reform the intellectual property rights 
regime in order to make it more 
development friendly. 

 Multi-donor trust fund for financing 
innovation by enterprises in LDCs and for 
establishment of regional technology-
sharing consortia. 

The report also calls for South-South 
cooperation to be enhanced as a critical 
source of foreign investment and trade. 

European Parliament view 

There is no recent EP resolution on the 
situation of LDCs. In its resolution on the 
Third UN Conference on the LDCs in Brussels 
(14-20 May 2001) the EP called for a new 
international economic order based on 
equality, sovereignty, interdependence and 
mutual interest. It welcomed the 
Commission initiative "Everything but Arms" 
opening up EU markets to almost all 
products from the poorest countries. There 
was also a call to cancel the debts of the 
highly indebted LDCs in order to combat 
poverty, in particular through support for 
the education and health sectors. 

On 31 March, the Council adopted 
conclusions on guidelines for the EU's 
participation in the LDC conference. These 
specify objectives in three areas, combating 
vulnerability, creating a favourable 
environment for sustainable development, 
and promoting inclusive economic growth. 
The Council's contribution follows the 
Commission's position of 16 February. 
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